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Let Q’ be a cylindrical bar with r cylindrical cavities having generators 
parallel to those of Q. Let a be the cross-section of the bar, 8* the cross-section 
of the domain occupied by the material and @(i = I,..., r) the cross- sections 
of the cavities: 
A? C Q; .@ n .@ = I$, i # k. 
The study of the elastic torsion of this bar leads to the following problem [see 
Lanchon (These, Paris, 1972; J. M&znique 13 (1974), 267-320)]: 
Afr + 2~” = 0 in 52* 
frp-2 = 0 (1) 
f, = constant on a52*; i = l,..., T 
where p is the shear modulus of the material, a: is the angle of twist and f v  
represents the stress function. In this paper the problem (1) with an increasing 
number of holes which are distributed periodically is considered. One would 
like to know if fr has a limit fm as r -+ + cc, and if so, the equation satisfied 
by this limit. This is an “homogenization” problem - the heterogeneous bar 
Q’ is replaced by a homogeneous one, the response of which under torsion 
approximates as closely as possible that of Q’. A more general problem will be 
studied and the case of elastic torsion will be obtained as an application. The 
proof uses the energy method [see Lions (College de France, 1975-1977), Tartar 
(College de France, 1977)] and extension theorems. A related problem is the 
homogenization of a perforated plate [cf. Duvaut (to appear)]. 
1. NOTATIONS. VARIATIONAL FORMULATION 
Let Y be the representative cell in W 
Let 7i (; = l,..., M) be two-dimensional connected open sets whose bounda- 
ries are smooth, assumed to lie locally on one side of their boundary. 
The ri are used to construct the holes. 
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The part of Y occupied by the material is denoted by Y*: 
y* = I7 - ; (TV n y); 0 = 5 = - IY*l 
i-1 IYI 
Let 2 be the characteristic function of Y* (this function is defined at every 
point of Y, and not merely almost everywhere in Y): 
)7(y) = 1 if yEY* 
=0 if y E 7’i n Y, i z 1 ,..., AZ. 
The function 2 is extended periodically in lR2 and let x be this extension. The 
“holes” T,j ( j =-: 1,2,...) in R2 are defined as the (closed) connected components 
of the set 
]xlx(+ol (E>O). 
This means UP is covered,periodically by cells homothetic to the representative 
cell Y, the ratio being E: 1. 
Let Q be a bounded connected two-dimensional open set whose boundary is 
not necessarily smooth. 
Let SzT denote the open subset of Q representing the part of Q occupied by 
the material. 
We make the following assumptions: 
(i) ST is a connected set. 
(ii) the T,j have a smooth boundary and they are locally on one side of 
their boundary. 
We denote by Q: an “interior hole”, i.e. a T,j which is included in D and does 
not intersect XJ. There is a finite number NC of such closed sets sZ,j. I,et: 
Remark. One does not have 
Let i ext QT be the exterior boundary of SZT 
This exterior boundary is not necessarily smooth: it may have angles and Qz 
may not be locally on one side of aext QT. 1 
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Consider the problem (Problem 1): 
(4 
(the normal is directed towards the exterior of Q$). Here ./2(x!<) is the value of 
the matrix (cz~~(x))~,~..,,~ calculated at the point X[G. 
We introduce the vector space 
E, :. {z: E ff’(l2<*), ‘L: = const. on kQCi (i == I,..., -\‘,), z’ i~,,~~; 01 
with the norm 
1 .c E, --I , grad z’ $d~nz,12 . 
The variational formulation of (2) is: 
(3) 
We make the follovving assumptions: 
Al. jELy2) 
4.2. The coefficients aij EL”(W), i, j = 1, 2. 
A.3. There is a positive number /3 such that 
for any 5 = (I&),~-~., E R”. 
Under these assumptions, classical theorems show that (3) has a unique solu- 
tion u, E L$ . 1 
Now let E -+ 0, hence WC .--+ + cc (cf. the definitions of II:, Q,i and IV,). 
The behavior of u, as E - 0 All now be studied. 
2. EXTENSION LEMMAS 
LEMMA I. There exists an extension operator 
P, E Y(& ) H,1(Q)) 
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such that 
where the constant C does not depend on E. 
Proof. Let v  E E, , it is extended into each hole contained in 9 by its value 
on the boundary of the hole; if a hole UJ~ cuts the boundary 252, G is extended by 
0 in Sz n w, . 
LEMMA 2. Let @ E [L2(Y*)]’ be a so&ion of 
with 
s @ends= i F dx i I: 1 ,..., M. (4 a(7,nY) Ti/-lY 
where F E L2( Y) and n is the normal directed tozuards the exterior of Y*. 
Then ther; e&ts 6 E [L2(UE1 (TV IT I’))]” such that: 
Moreover, 
7 Y) 
* I,P(Y*,]? (5) 
where C, and C, are constants. 
Proof. We seek 6 under the form grad q which leads to the solution of the 
following problem: 
-Ap, ;:; F in 
&p 
%n &iAY) 
= @ * n &,nv) (i -= l,..., AI) 
where @ * n verifies (4). 
This is a classical Neumann problem which has a solution v  in 
~(U~* h * Y)), unique up to an additive constant. Moreover: 
v  Lw~,hinY)) G c; 1 F h~,(7inYu + c; 1 @ * n IH-‘hJf&*nY,) (6) 
(C; and Ci are constants). 
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Notice now that the application 
from F’- E {v 1 v E [L’( Y*)]“, d iv V EL”(Y*)} to H-112(U~1 Z(T~ n Y)) is conti- 
nuous (see Lions-Magenes [l] for example). 
It follows that 
Thus the inequality (5) is deduced from estimations (6) and (7) (recall that 
-div CD = F in Y*). 
3. THE ELASTIC TORSION PROBLEM 
We add the following assumption: 
A.4. The coefficients u,~(J~) are Y-periodic. 
THEOREM 1. L9zder the assumptions A.1 to A.4 there is an extension PEuE of u, 
such that 
P& - uX in H,l(Q) weakly 
where u* is the solution of 
A?& -7 -div(& grad u*) =: f in Q. 
The constant matrix .d z~ill be de$rted later. 
Proof. (i) A priori estimates. Using the assumptions and (2), it follows 
easily that 
11 ur IHttnz, c< constant (independently of l ). (8) 
Lemma 1 can be applied, uC is extended by P,u,; we get: 
II PCus !iHtcn, < constant (independently of l ). 
Hence we can extract a subsequence still denoted by PEuE such that 
P,u, - u* in H,,‘(Q) weakly. 
We now look for the equation satisfied by II, . 
Let 
E, II A (f) grad u, in Qr. 
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Using the assumptions and (8) we get: 
(independently of E). (9) 
Moreover 5, verifies: 
and 
In order to pass to the limit, it is necessary to obtain equations and estimates 
in J2, or at least in any relatively compact open subset of -0. 
Let sz’ be such a subset. We seek an extension Q& of & preserving the 
equation (10) in G’ and such that 
I Q,,S, ilL2fn,,12 < constant (independently of 6). 
Let y = x/c and 0(y) = &(~y). It will be noticed that: 
-div@ =I; in I’* 
s 
@ends= - I Fdy 
i-1 )...) M 
a(T,nY) *Tiny 
with F eL2( Y*) and hence Lemma 2 can be applied. Let Q denote the extension 
operator given by this lemma (Q@ = @ in Y*, Q@ = 6 in UE, (TV n Y) and 
define now: 
(Q,&) (CY) = (Q’JV (~1. 
If EY is extended periodically to W we obtain 
where C, and C, are constants independent of E. 
Since 0 is a relatively compact subset of !S, if E is small enough, aG’ does not 
meet the holes cutting the boundary BSZ (the distance between J2’ and X? is 
positive). 
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Recalling (11) and the a priori estimate (9) we conclude that 
and 
-div Q,E, = .f in Q’ (14 
I Q,5, I,L2(I.,sb,p < c0nstant (independently of l ). 
Consequently we can extract a subsequence, still denoted by QJC , such that 
with .$* verifying the limit equation 
obtained from (12). 
-div [” --=J in S2’ (13) 
(ii) Definition of the homogenized operator. ‘The purpose is to establish a 
relation between 5% and u*. The argument uses energy method. 
For each h E Iw” define zcA(y) by 
-div(A *(y) grad am) =: o in y* 
(zc,~ - X . y) periodic in I” 
ZCA .: constant on ij(~~ n Y). 
Let pw,, be the extension of w,, inside the hole T-~ bp its value on the boundary 
of TV (i = 1 ,. . . , M). 
Set 
qn : = A+ grad w,, 
and notice that @ .= qn verifies the assumptions of Lemma 2 with F == 0. J,et 
QT,, be the extension of 7A to I’ given bv this lemma, We have: 
(pwA - A y) periodic in I’ 
and 
-div(QT,,) = 0 in 1: 
Moreover 
!UI(grad 1%~~) :- X 
($%R is the average in Y: 9lig --- (1 i; Y 1) jrg d.u). 
Observing that w, is linear in h and that Q is a linear operator we can define a 
matrix & by 
VA E lw 
.+A --L W(QA*(y) grad w,(y)). 
(14) 
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DEFINITIOS. The matrix d given by (14) defines an operator &’ called 
homogenized operator associated with problem 1. 
(iii) The homqyenized equation. From the results obtained in the first two 
steps, we get: 
Pu E C;;;)@ in II,,l(sZ) weakI!. 
(15) 
Q,5, ;5‘0 5* in [Lz(fY)]2 weakl! 
and 
--iv [* = f  in Q. 
Kext let 
The gradient of zc, is periodic by construction. To extend 7AF m--e use the same 
technique as the one used to extend .$, and we define 
(Q&E) (4 ;- (8%) (<-) * 
From the step (ii) and the preceeding remarks, it follows that 
-dir Qr~,,c 7 0 (16) 
w, co zo* in H’(Q) wcakl! 
grad cC ;1;; h in [L2(i2)]2 weakI!- 
(17) 
and 
QJh, ;T;+91~(Q!r~AF) = dA in [L2(!2)]2 weakly. (18) 
Moreover 
grad w*’ --I A. 
Fix v  E Z(Q) and choose a relatively compact open subset 9’ of K2 such that 
supp p;c.PeL?. 
Multiplying ( 12) by 9; . W, and (16) by v  . PEu, , subtracting one from the other 
it follows that: 
= Tf . v  . wu, dx. -fY 
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We use the definitions of the extension operators to compute the following 
expression in (19): 
- VW, - A” ($) . VW, . Vu,) ‘p dx (20) 
This expression is equal to zero. Indeed the first term in the right hand side 
of (20) is zero since A* is the adjoint of A, and the second term is also zero by 
the definitions of Pp, and of wE . 
Using this remark in (I 8), it follows that 
and we can pass to the limit in this expression when E -+ 0 because of the con- 
vergences (15) (17) and (18). 
We thus deduce: 
Recalling (13) and the fact that supp v C Sz’, we get: 
-- [ [* . A. cp dx -!. 1 Jalh . ye. Vu” dx = 0. 
‘I2 ” -9 
This is true for any h E UP and any v E ID(Q). Hence 
which implies 
-div(&Tu*) = f in 8. (21) 
We call (21) the homogenized equation associated with problem 1. 
Remarks. 1. We have constructed independent extensions for u, and 
A(x,/E) grad u, . Indeed 
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In J2R,i, & cannot be extended by 0 (which is the value assumed by A(+) grad PCuC 
there) because we want to preserve the equation -div tC = f, while & . rr $0 
on ZQEi. 
2. The “local” character of the proof in step (iii) should be noticed. In order 
to obtain equation (21), we multiply the equations verified by QJ, and QJ~< 
by functions p with compact support. This is the reason why an extension of 5, 
is needed only in .V and not in -G, though an extension of u, in 52 was used. 
‘VIIEOREM 2. The homogenized operator A? and the limit function u* do not 
depend on the extension operators P, , QC and p. 
Proof. Notations 
ak(m $1 == Iye A *(Y) grad 9 grad 4 dy 
From the definition of the homogenized operator, it follows 
<&A=,;, - (Jye A*(Y) grad WA(Y) dr + 1 
Uf&w 
Qrl~ dy) - 
Using the definition of Qr], and integrating by parts, we get: 
(n, is the normal directed towards the exterior of TJ. 
Since 
-divQqA, = 0 in 
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by construction, and 
it follows: 
(22) 
‘I’he functions xj are periodic in Y* (i.e. they take equal values on opposite 
sides of I’). Rlultiplq~ing the equation 
- -div(A*(y) grad z+) : 0 in p 
by xj and integrating by parts we get 
TIsing this result in (22) it follows: 
by the definition of w,,~ . 
This formula gives qij independently of any extension used in the proof of 
Theorem 1. The assertion that u* is also independent of these extensions is a 
trivial consequence of the unicity of the solution of 
-div(& grad u*) = f  
u* (1 H,,‘(Q). 
4. THE I)IRICHI.ET AxD NEUMANX PROBLEMS. HOMOGEKIZX~IOS '~'~IEOREMS 
(i) Make the assumptions 4.1, ,4.2, A.3 and consider the Dirichlet 
problem (Problem 2): 
A,u, I- --div (A (f) grad Us) = f in ~2: 
% ‘a,,p: =’ 0 (23) 
UC !q = 0 iz 1 ,..., xc . 
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THEOREM 3. There exists an extension PEuE of u, such that PEuC E H:(Q), and 
PFUE ;fo O in H,,l(.Q) weakly. 
Proof. By assumptions A.1 to A.3, the system (23) has a unique solution 
24, E ZZol(.Q$). Moreover 
I uF I H I(o*J :< constant 
0 -c 
(independently of E). (24) 
Let P,u, be the extension of ue by 0 in Q\,QT. From (24) it follows 
‘; PCuE ‘iH,‘(oJ 5:; constant (independently of l ) 
consequently, there exists a weakly convergent subsequence PCuC with limit, say 
u*, i.e. 
PFUE ;7‘ u* in H,‘(Q) weakly 
and hence in L*(Q) strongly. 
Next 
(25) 
(xA is the characteristic function of the set A). 
Since 
XU&,’ s l - t, in L*(Q) wcaklp 
passing to the limit in (25), it follows 
hence 
(I - qu* -0 
u* _-= 0. 
COROLLARY (Problem 3). Suppose that the representative cell Y has M holes 
(M > 1) and that the boundary conditions are: a Dirichlet condition on at least 
one hole and a Neumann condition on all the other holes. Then 
u* =o. 
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3. 
(ii) We now prove a homogenization result for the Neumann problem 
with an extension technique similar to the one used in the proof of Theorem 1 
(see Tartar [5]). 
The following assumption is added: 
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A.5 The holes do not meet the boundary U. 
This assumption restricts the geometry of the open set Q. (Example: D is a 
finite union of rectangles homothetic to the representative cell). 
Consider the Neumann problem (Problem 4) 
AEu( z -div (A (:) grad uC) -f in ~2: 
II, iaa = 0 
THEOREM 4. Under the assumptions A.1 to A.5, there exists an extension 
& E H,‘(G’) such that: 
where II* is the solution of the equation 
2~ = -div(dgrad u*) = Of in Q. 
The matrix AM has constant coejkients and will be defined later. 
Proof. The idea is the same as in Theorem 1. 
In ~2: we have the following estimates: 
and the equation: 
-div 6, = f, z f IRz in a: 
with 
5, an=0 on ai2,i; i-l IV,. ,a-., (26) 
We want to construct extensions &,& E [L2(Q)]2 and R,f, E L2(sZ) such that 
I &,t, I[rqn)]P d Cl(l 5, I[LP(fQ]~ -1 If l,q,,)* (27) 
I R,f, IA,, d C2 I f, I mu-,:, (28) 
and 
-div&X, = R,f, in sz. (2% 
with constants C, and C, independent of E. 
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By the boundary condition (26), we extend & and fE by 0 in Sf. Let &,& and 
RcfE denote these extensions. Notice that 
Then the estimates (27), ( 8) and the equation (29) follow easily. 
Hence, we can extract subsequences, still denoted by {&.&} and {R&, such 
that 
Q,S, co 5* in [La(Q)]2 weakly 
Rcfc ;s\o ef in L2(Q) weakly 
and 
-div [* = Of. 
We now seek an extension pCu, E H,‘(Q) such that: 
It is possible to use the Lemma of Bramble-Hilbert which gives the existence 
of such an extension, but is not constructive. Another possibility is to construct 
actually an extension verifying the inequality (30; see Tartar [5]). 
We first construct extensions on the representative cell Y and then we derive 
extensions on 52 by the same method as in the proof of Theorem I. 
LEMMA 3. There exists on extension operator 
P E zyH’( Y*), Hl( Y)) 
such that 
Proof. Let cp E H’( Y*). We may write v  in the form: 
v = %-(rp) + 1F, where my*(~) = 0. 
Let S E y(JP( Y*), HI(Y)) be any extension operator (such an operator exists 
since the boundaries of the holes are smooth enough). Then: 
Since the average of 4 in Y* is zero, we have 
II 4 IIff’,y’, 4 C’ I grad 4 IlL2cr.,lP = C’ I grad v I [LAIR . 
409171 /z-20 
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(31) 
By (31) this extension has the required properties. 1 
The extension given by Lemma 3 can now be used to extend u, . 
Let y = X/C and define the function tiE by 
J,(y) = f u,(cy). (32) 
This function is defined on Y since u, is defined in S2T := EY*. Notice that 
By Lemma 3 we have: 
where 
Pzi, =-: !lx,*(ti,) $ sv, 
v, = 22, - Wy.(S,). 
The function pi& is defined on Y; define pCuC on S2 = EY by: 
It remains to show that this extension satisfies inequality (30). 
Since 
it follows that: 
The domain Q/C is covered by cells Y (with sides Z1 and I,) and the number of 
such cells is of order of (1 /G) (meas Q/mess Y); 
2 s IP(&)) (r l’ dr Ric 
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is of the same order as 
(the number of terms in the above sum is of the order of (lie“) (meas SZ/meas Y)). 
We shall now estimate this sum; each term has the form 
( Yk is a translate of the cell Y). 
By Lemma 3, it follows that: 
By definition (32), we have 
and hence 
Therefore, the sum (33) is bounded by 
(I 12) (meafialmeas r) 
3 c s NV4 WI” dx 
k=l l Y; 
which is of the same order as so: j Vu, I* dx. This completes the proof of (30) 
(the cells l Y~ cover Q;2f). 1 
By inequality (30), we can extract a subsequence (denoted by E’,u,) such that 
in Ho1(f2) weakly. 
In order to find the equation satisfied by u*, we proceed as in the proof of 
Theorem I. 
Now W, depends on the new boundary conditions. For any X E Iw* define 
d, by 
-div(A*(y) grad z&(y)) = 0 in Y7 
(6,, - A * y) periodic ‘;n Y* 
on ah n n i = l,..., M. 
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The function 7jA = A* grad zZr, is extended by 0 inside ri (i 1 l,..., M). Let 
&jA denote this extension. 
The matrix d is defined by 
dA = 9Jl(@j,) for any h E [w” 
and we introduce the functions: 
C,(x) = E(l%q ($) 
and 
We have 
--divQCqA, = = 0 in .n,*. (34) 
By the definitions of ti,, and 7j,, we can now extract subsequences {w,} and 
{&jAF} such that 
6, p$ tz* in P(Q) weakly 
grad cc ;I;~ h in [L2(Q)]2 weakly 
&& ;;‘. LA in [IC.~(SZ)]~ weakly 
and 
grad tP = A. 
Let CJI E D(Q). Multiplying (29) by ~8, and (34) by v . pCu, we get: 
=I R,f;cp~tS,dx. 
a 
Therefore 
which completes the proof. 
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Remarks. 1. A computation similar to the one used in the proof of Theorem 
2 gives the coefficients & of the matrix J& 
where 
2 = -(zq, - yi); 4 =U,O) and h, = (0, 1). 
Consequently, the homogenized matrix S? and the limit function tr do not 
depend on the extensions used in the proof. 
2. Assumption A.5 is necessary to overcome the difficulties of extending u, 
in the holes intersecting the boundary ZR. However, we can always extend U, 
in any relatively compact open subset Q’ of s1. In J2’ we extend u, by P& and 
we get 
p;u, ;;‘o u 
* in H1(S2’) weakly 
where u* is a solution of 
2u = -div(&‘Vu*) = Of 
but we know nothing about the value of u* on aQ. The homogenization of the 
Neumann problem without the assumption A.5 is still an open problem. 
3. In the case of Problems 2, 3 and 4, the method of asymptotic expansions 
(cf. Lions [4]) g’ Ives precise results regarding the order of convergence. 
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